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Synopsis

The Data Model syntax for filtering and binning files.

Syntax

dataset[block][filter−command][bin−command][opt−command][rename]
dataset[block][filter−command][cols−command][opt−command][rename]

Description

The data model (DM) is a library which lets our software access a variety of file formats and to describe
filtered subsections of those files. For the user, the most obvious interaction with the DM is the virtual−file
syntax which allows you to filter and bin the files.

All of the CXC tools support the DM virtual file syntax. This means that whenever you are prompted for a
filename, you can instead enter a filename qualified by a set of restrictions that implicitly define a filtered
table or image.

All of the qualifiers are optional.

"dataset" is the filename (for the IRAF kernel, it may also be a directory containing multiple imh files;
for the FITS kernel, it is any file or pseudo−file handled by CFITSIO).

• 

[block] is the name of the image or table. For FITS files, the block corresponds to an HDU and may
be identified by name or number. The block name is created by concatenating the EXTNAME and
EXTVER keywords (if EXTVER is other than 1). If omitted, the `first interesting block' is picked; in
the case of an event file, this is usually the events block. If you're not sure what the block name or
number is, use the "dmlist filename blocks" command to list the blocks in the file. Note that blocks
are numbered from 1 to N (as in CFITSIO's subroutine API, but different from the FTOOLS user
level convention of counting from 0).

• 

[filter−command] defines which rows of the table, or portions of an image, to accept. For a table, a
simple filter command is [filter name=min:max,min:max,min:max....] giving a set of ranges for a
particular column. See `ahelp dmfiltering' and `ahelp dmimfiltering' for the full syntax.

• 

[bin] is a sequence (eg [bin name=min:max:step,name=min:max:step,..] or [bin name=step,...])
defining table columns to bin to create an image file. See `ahelp dmbinning' for the full syntax.

• 

[cols−command] is a sequence (eg [cols name,name,name]) where the names are names of columns to
include. Alternatively, [cols −name,−name] excludes a set of columns. See `ahelp dmcols' for the full
syntax.

• 
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[opt−command] is a sequence (eg [opt option−list]) describing special options for the DM library. See
'ahelp dmopt'.

• 

[rename] is a name for the new block. If omitted, the default name of the output block is just the name
of the original block, except if you are binning a table to an image when the string _IMAGE is
appended. Example: "evt1.fits[events][energy=1000:2000][bin x=1:1024:2,y=1:1024:2]" creates an
image block called EVENTS_IMAGE, but "evt1.fits[events][energy=1000:2000][bin
x=1:1024:2,y=1:1024:2][softimg]" creates an image block called SOFTIMG.

• 

Example 1

evt.fits[events][pha=30:200,time=10:20,50:60][bin
x=1:100:20,y=2:50:10][myimage]

This example picks a table called "events" in the file evt.fits, and specifies a filtering and binning of the file.
The filter says to pick rows in the table for which the value of the pha column is >= 30 and < 200, and in
addition for which the value of the time column is either >= 10 and < 20 or >= 50 and < 60. Both the pha and
time filters must be satisfied for a row to pass the filter. The binning command says that for each row passing
the filter, use the values of the x and y columns to find out which pixel of the result image the row contributes
to. Finally, the [myimage] specifies that the name (FITS EXTNAME and HDUNAME) of the resulting image
is "myimage".

Example 2

[(x,y)=circle(412.2,512.11,20.3)]

This example illustrates region filtering. Here a two−dimensional column is filtered using regions syntax. In
this example, only records whose x,y values are in a circle of radius 20.3 centered on 412.2, 512.11 are
selected.

Example 3

[(x,y)=region(saoimage.reg)]

A special "region" type is the file region, allowing you to filter on ascii region files created by programs like
SAOIMAGE and DS9. In this example only records whose x,y values are contained within the region saved in
the file saoimage.reg are selected. See `ahelp dmregions' for more information.

CHANGES IN CIAO 3.4

IRAF QPOE Files

Support for IRAF QPOE files has been removed from CIAO.

Bugs

See the bugs page for the Data Model library on the CIAO website for an up−to−date listing of known bugs.
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See Also

calibration
caldb

chandra
coords, guide, isis, level, pileup, times

chips
chips

concept
autoname, parameter, stack, subspace

dm
dm, dmbinning, dmcols, dmfiltering, dmimages, dmimfiltering, dmintro, dmopt, dmregions

gui
gui

modules
paramio, pixlib, stackio

slang
overview, slang, tips

tools
acisspec, dmcopy, dmextract, dmlist
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